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Executive Summary
Third-party Amazon sellers can gain numerous benefits by participating in the Fulfillment by
Amazon (FBA) program. But there are several ways to get it wrong. A rookie error is to think
that FBA handles everything. Sellers can also easily stock too many or few of any particular
item, lose track of on profitability and be negligent in managing their supply chain. An
overriding issue is simply losing focus. RestockPro, the enterprise-class software tool from
eComEngine, helps sellers address these and related inventory challenges.

Five Inventory Pitfalls
But there are caveats. For one, the program may not be a good fit for all products. In terms
of inventory management, FBA simply does not handle everything. Thinking that it does
is a mistake. Sellers must still make decisions, and it is easy to go wrong. For instance, you
can overstock or under-stock; you can fail to focus on profitability; and you can lose track of
shipments – or shipment errors. Finally, as your business grows, data overload can become a
big problem.
In this paper, we will expand briefly upon each of these pitfalls. To be sure, FBA can help
scale up an Amazon business, reduce workload and generate more revenue. But success
is not guaranteed. Addressing and meeting these five challenges will improve your odds of
success as an FBA merchant.

AS YOUR FBA BUSINESS GROWS, TOO MUCH DATA CAN
BECOME A PROBLEM.
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Passive Inventory Management

It is easy to see how a seller could fall into this hazard. To some extent, FBA allows you to put
your Amazon store on “auto-pilot,” as one book suggests. You no longer need to maintain
a local physical inventory. Shipping is limited to a certain number of Amazon fulfillment
centers, and Amazon not only fulfills orders but also handles related customer service,
including returns.
Embracing FBA, however, does not mean outsourcing every aspect of inventory
management. FBA changes the game, while raising the stakes. You send many fewer
packages (if any) to customers, but the periodic shipments to Amazon become all the more
important. You must still follow Amazon’s exacting shipping standards, and even go beyond
them to reduce the chance that a warehouse worker may mishandle your goods.
Above all, as an FBA business matures, the need for more active management grows.
Merchants with regular supplier relationships must decide what, when and how much
of an item to stock – or restock. How to make those calls is an open question. Amazon
provides valuable resources, yet for whatever reasons, they appear neglected. At an industry
gathering in 2013, one FBA expert called Amazon’s Inventory Health Report “the most useful
report that you are not using.”
At a certain point, sellers need help, whether from that report or Amazon Selling Coach
or some other source. The FBA market is fluid. Sales velocities change, competitors enter
and exit, and margins grow and contract. Successful merchants find ways to respond.

IN DEALING WITH SUPPLIERS, YOU MUST DECIDE WHAT, WHEN
AND HOW MUCH TO STOCK – OR RESTOCK.
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Under-stocking, Overstocking

The challenge of optimizing inventory is not unique to the Amazon marketplace. Supply
chain experts have long studied the question of both stockouts and overstocking. One kills
sales, and the other strands capital and generates avoidable operating expenses.
Amazon sellers who once fulfilled all orders themselves know these drawbacks. Any outof-stock (OOS) item could mean both lost sales and customer dissatisfaction. The FBA
program protects a merchant against negative feedback from stock-outs, but the lost sales
opportunities remain. And once a seller transitions into FBA, that cost may increase, as the
program can generate immense sales velocities.
At the same time, the cost of overstocking can be more pronounced with FBA than in
a merchant-fulfilled network (MFN). In either case, you are stranding capital, but given
Amazon’s fee schedule, its itemized warehousing expenses may be harder to hide than
those incurred in your own local inventory.
Optimizing your FBA inventory is no simple matter. Sellers who need to restock their
inventory can tick off a slew of questions about any particular product. In
some cases, the answers are in their heads. In other cases, the answers are scattered across
files and spreadsheets. Neither approach scales well. An ideal solution would streamline
decision-making, reduce risk and drive profits.
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Should You Restock? Questions to Ask Yourself:
•

Is the item profitable?

•

Are there other FBA sellers?

•

Is Amazon a seller?

•

How fast is it selling?

•

How many days of inventory do I have on hand?

•

What does next quarter look like?

•

What is the lead-time for my suppliers?

•

How much is available from my suppliers?

•

Are any of these already on order?

•

What is the preferred case-pack quantity?

•

Are there any minimum levels for reordering?

•

Any bulk discounts or other specials?
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Losing Track of Profits

The first question in that preceding list (“Is the item profitable?”) is crucial, but easy to
overlook. As noted above, a seller shifting from MFN to FBA is likely to see increased sales
velocities. In touting the benefits of FBA, for instance, Jeff Bezos talks about the increased
number of items sold. But sales alone do not translate to profits.
In some cases, FBA leads to higher margins. Because products sold through FBA are
eligible for Amazon’s free shipping plans, FBA sellers traditionally have raised their prices to
match the total price of their competitors, which includes shipping costs. Also, as noted
above, even after accounting for FBA’s fees, many sellers still find that leveraging Amazon’s
infrastructure is less costly than building their own.
In general, however, FBA seller margins remain tight. That is due both to Amazon’s upwardly
trending fees and to relentless competition driving down selling prices. And when both
sales velocity and a seller’s total SKU count increase, it can become more difficult to keep
tabs on margins.
Which products are profitable and which are not? What is the estimated margin on each
SKU at any given time? How much competition does each item have - including Amazon?
Having ready access to the right answers can improve your decision about whether to
continue selling an item and, if so, how much to keep in stock.

RISING FEES AND STIFF COMPETITION
LEAD TO TIGHTER MARGINS.
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PO and Shipment Errors

Mistakes happen, often enough. Your supply chain is an imperfect process, subject to
changes and errors at any point along the way. The scenarios may be painfully familiar.
You could write a PO for 100 items but receive only 90. Or break several while unpacking
and then over-count your local inventory. An Amazon fulfillment center worker might
misread your labels. Amazon could lose track of items, or even boxes of them. You could
forget about another inbound shipment to Amazon for the same product. Customers return
items purchased. The list goes on.
Each of these variables impacts your business. Take returns, for instance, which are higher
for FBA than MFN orders. Should you defer to Amazon on whether those returns are
‘unfulfillable,’ and default to automatic removal? Given the slim margins discussed above,
even slight errors or discrepancies may have significant consequences.
Running a tight ship is a matter of avoiding mistakes where possible, quickly identifying
discrepancies, minimizing their impact and making adjustments and corrections on the fly.
To achieve those goals, merchants might need to retool parts of their operations. Here are
some suggestions:
•

Automate routine processes to reduce data-entry errors

•

Build POs with data checks, such as expected shipping weight

•

Deploy flexible tools that simplify adds, deletes or changes

•

Use visual data tools to help monitor your inventory supply chain

SHIPPING ON TIME IS ESSENTIAL FOR MEETING BUYER
EXPECTATIONS AND MAINTAINING YOUR SELLER HEALTH.
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Data Overload, Lack of Visibility

The FBA program can simplify operations for Amazon third-party merchants, and certainly
reduce the physical labor and time required to run an online business. But at the same time,
it can increase other demands of the job.
With potentially high sales velocities, large numbers of SKUs and unique relations with
multiple suppliers, FBA merchants must find ways to stay current with a tremendous
amount of detailed and constantly changing information. Too much data, however, can
induce a kind of ‘analysis paralysis.’ In that case, a merchant may revert to a dangerously
passive approach to inventory management.
Successful FBA sellers have coped with this predicament in a number of ways. In some
cases, they simply rely on their intuition and gut. Others turn to the Amazon Selling Coach
or the Inventory Health Report, which while underutilized, can be kluged together with
homegrown spreadsheets into a workable decision-making tool. Others have opted for
software that is either not explicitly designed for FBA or over-engineered (and over-priced)
for their purposes.
With RestockPro, eComEngine has brought to the FBA market another approach: a
purpose-built, affordable management tool that transforms inventory data into actionable
intelligence. RestockPro offers sellers an easy-to-read dashboard with current data and
customizable views, suggested reorder amounts that can drive profitable decisions, visibility
into the FBA inbound-shipment and receiving process, and much more.

HOW DO YOU LEVERAGE INVENTORY
DATA TO YOUR BEST ADVANTAGE?
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Conclusion and Next Steps
Not every FBA seller needs help with inventory management. Opportunistic sellers who
source their inventory with one-off purchases may do just fine with a more hands-off style.
But that is unlikely to work for anyone running a business with multiple suppliers and
ambitious business objectives.
To optimize inventory levels, drive profitability and tighten your supply chain, you need to
be engaged with the right data at the right time. Doing so amidst a sea of information is
difficult. Current alternatives include trusting your instincts, juggling disparate spreadsheets
and data feeds, and buying software ill-fitted for your situation.
eComEngine offers another approach. Extensively seller-tested and designed from
the ground up for the FBA market, RestockPro enables smart inventory management,
actionable decision support and inventory process automation. To learn more about this
groundbreaking seller tool, visit www.ecomengine.com.

RESTOCKPRO TURNS RAW DATA INTO
ACTIONABLE INTELLIGENCE.
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About
Our mission is simple: we help Amazon merchants accelerate growth through
powerful automation. eComEngine has been providing intuitive enterpriseclass solutions for Amazon sellers since 2007. Tens of thousands of Amazon
merchants of all sizes use FeedbackFive and RestockPro to streamline
operations and increase profits worldwide. You can learn more about each of
our tools by clicking on the logo below.
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